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Abstract— In the recent years more and more existing services have moved from local execution environments into the cloud. In addition, new cloud-based services are emerging, which are characterized by very stringent delay requirements. This trend puts a stress in the existing monolithic architecture of Data Center Networks (DCN), thus creating the need to evolve them. Traffic Engineering (TE) has long been the way of attacking this problem, but as with DCN, needs to evolve by encompassing new technologies and paradigms. This paper provides a comprehensive analysis of current DCN operational and TE techniques focusing on their limitations. Then, it highlights the benefits of incorporating the Software Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm to address these limitations. Furthermore, it illustrates two methodologies and addresses the scalability aspect of DCN-oriented TE, network and service testing, by presenting a hybrid physical-simulated SDN enabled testbed for TE studies.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the years, Data Centers (DC) and their supporting network infrastructure have gone through several important stages of architectural transformation. The scope of this transformation was to create a more economically feasible, reliable and energy-efficient communication environment, capable of accommodating ever growing data storage, processing and distribution demands.

Data Center Networks (DCN) can undoubtedly be regarded as the digital backbone of the global economy. DCN provide the business and mission critical communication for a vast range of entities (e.g. governments, business enterprises and private users). This diversity of the userbase translates into fundamentally different communication requirements in terms of reliability and service availability and Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees (bandwidth, latency, on-demand resource scaling, speed of failure recovery, etc.). As a result, Data Center businesses (large DC operators, wholesale DC solution providers and enterprise-level operators of DC facilities) are continuously challenged to look for new and more efficient ways of operating the existing DCNs, as well as defining novel strategies of building new DC facilities.

In this paper, we provide an analysis of traffic engineering (TE) capabilities for Software Defined Networking (SDN) based DCN environments and highlight the advantages and shortcomings of different strategies. The purpose of this study is to provide a condensed analysis of the most important DCN-oriented TE approaches, reported in a variety of other extensive surveys [1][2][3][4][5][6], but which cover a very broad range of SDN TE areas. In addition, we illustrate two methodologies for evaluating the benefits of traffic engineering capabilities in SDN controlled DCNs. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II explores and analyzes the TE capabilities offered by SDN in the context of DCNs. This includes overview of the common DC operation strategies, existing TE methodologies and their limitations, as well as discussion of the benefits of applying principles of SDN in TE. Section III discusses the need for TE in modern DCNs, and section IV highlights two methodologies for testbed evaluation of SDN TE features. Section V concludes the paper.

II. DATACENTER NETWORK OPERATION STRATEGIES

The initiatives for finding efficient ways of operating the existing DCNs, as well as defining novel approaches of building new DC facilities, have developed into three main strategies, widely adopted by the DC industry, namely:

1) DC resource overprovisioning;
2) DC resource usage optimization;
3) Building business-specific custom DC solutions.

The main features of each of these approaches are briefly highlighted as follows. The first strategy (DC resource overprovisioning) tackles the DC resource demand problem, should this be compute, storage or network infrastructure, by dimensioning the DCN for the “worst-case” scenario. In this case, the maximum possible all-to-all communication and service provisioning (including processing and storage) demands are taken as an input to the network dimensioning “formula”. As a result, excessive redundancy of the allocated resources is supposed to handle the communication and service provisioning demands; however, there is a range of factors, which play a definitive role in making this strategy unfeasible, both from the economic and technical point of view. First, the potential Capital Expenditures (CAPEX) may be too high. Second, network performance degradation can occur even in an overprovisioned DCN environment. For example, traffic congestion can occur due to inefficient scheduling of the traffic flows or memory buffer limitations of the network devices. Therefore, some network links may be heavily loaded (leading to highly variable delays, jitter, packet loss) whilst other may be underutilized, creating imbalance of resource usage.

The second approach (DC resource usage optimization) is utilizing different optimization techniques, originating from research and industrial best practices, with the overall goal of increasing the efficiency of DCN’s resource utilization, improving the QoS for services and applications in a shared DCN, as well as reducing the operational costs (OPEX). In this context, Traffic Engineering (TE) is an integral part of the
network optimization philosophy. As reported in [8], the average resource utilization of DC resources was ranging from 17.76% - 60% for computing resources, up to 77.93% for internal memory resources and up to 75.28% for disk storage. However, in most cases, the DCN resources are highly underutilized. By applying suitable TE techniques we can eliminate or alleviate the resource usage inefficiency and performance degradation threats, in addition to a potential reduction of OPEX. Adoption of the Software Defined Networking (SDN) paradigm [9] in the context of TE in DCNs is offering great improvements compared to the currently used TE solutions, and introduces new opportunities to fully exploit the potentials of modern DCN infrastructures.

The third strategy (building business-specific custom DC solutions) was derived by the web-scale service providers, such as Google, Amazon, Facebook, Netflix and alike. These service providers developed custom DCN designs with tailored TE solutions for their operational business needs, rather than trying to adapt industry standard solution and deal with arising scalability, performance and efficiency problems. Such solutions include, for example, Google’s Jupiter architecture [10] or Facebook’s Fabric [11] or custom routing platforms. However, these solutions cannot be directly reused in any other DCN environment, because they are built for specific use-cases, dictated by business demands.

III. THE NEED FOR TRAFFIC ENGINEERING IN MODERN DATA CENTER NETWORKS

According to the Global Cloud Index forecast [12], global Data Center IP traffic (intra-DC, DC-to-DC and DC-to-user) is expected to increase 3-fold by 2020, reaching 15.3 zettabytes. Other trends, which have significant effect on the concentration and distribution of the global DC workloads, as well as growth of intra-DC traffic volumes are [12]:

1) Growth of the hyper-scale DCs (estimated 53% of total DC traffic);
2) Virtualization and Cloud computing growth (up to 92% of workloads will be processed in Cloud DCs by 2020);
3) Rise of public and private Clouds;
4) Fast proliferation of new types of applications and services with diverse resource requirements (Big Data Analytics, Internet of Things, Multimedia content, Map-Reduce processing models).

To overcome the challenges imposed by these factors, flexible and highly efficient network resource management and TE approaches are required. In the following sub-sections, we discuss the key objectives of TE in DCNs (A) and evolution of TE approaches (B), limitations of the current TE approaches and why they cannot be effectively used in the SDN-based DCNs (C), as well as emphasize the main benefits and potentials of SDN-based TE to optimize the resource usage in DCNs (D) and outline some open research challenges in the context of SDN (E).

A. The objectives of TE techniques for DCNs

TE can be seen as an iterative process of performance optimization, carried out as a combination of monitoring and measurement techniques, static or dynamic adjustment of core relevant operational parameters. The ultimate goal of this process is to reach and sustain a carefully defined performance objective. It is important to distinguish the main performance objectives, usually pursued by TE (optimization mechanisms); however, integration of several TE objectives into one mechanism can be unfeasible, because certain TE goals can be mutually exclusive (e.g., network performance in terms of latency/throughput and energy efficiency) [1] [4][6]:

Minimization of network congestion: This is one of the most important performance objectives in communication networks, DCNs in particular. Congestion is one of the most significant problems, which directly affects other associated performance metrics, such as packet loss, latency and jitter. The problem affects the operational state of the DCNs more than that of a Wide Area Network (WAN), due to higher concentration of traffic with highly variable, bursty profiles and sub-second lifetime of vast majority of the flows within the DC (East-West traffic). This means that the critical performance tweaking decisions must be made in a very fast and dynamic on-line fashion. This performance metric can be optimized by utilizing the multipath redundancy of DCN architectures and spreading the traffic over the DCN infrastructure, relocating the resources for established flows (e.g., by disaggregation of large flows) or performing resource scheduling and access control (e.g., granting access only to uncongested resources of the network).

Minimization of the end-to-end (E2E) delay: This is a critical parameter in the context of DCNs, since a dominant volume of traffic flows within a DCN are short-lived and small-sized (“mice flows”); as a result, a typical flow duration in a DCN may be a few orders of magnitude shorter than in a long-haul transport network. On the other hand, DCs may be hosting business critical applications and services with very stringent delay requirements. Thus, it is of uttermost importance to keep the upper bound of this metric as low as possible, e.g., by utilizing efficient flow scheduling/load balancing or routing algorithms, such as Constrained-Shortest Path First (CSPF), which uses E2E delay as a path selection constraint. This parameter is also correlated with another metric, widely used as a complementary QoS assessment parameter in multimedia transmission services, namely Quality of Experience (QoE).

Maximization of the Energy Usage Efficiency: The focus of this objective is on minimizing the energy consumption of the DCN infrastructure by applying a set of techniques, including flexible resource consolidation and workload migration to be able to power down the network (nodes, ports, line cards) and processing (servers, storage disks and arrays) elements, which have become idle. Other approaches may include application of advanced optical switching techniques within the DCN interconnect (intra-DCN) [13].

Optimization of the resource utilization: Bandwidth, packet buffer space as well as CPU (Central Processing Unit) processing capacity are critical resources, which must be used in the most efficient way. Unavailability of any of these DCN resources will directly impact the performance of the hosted applications and services, affected by the packet loss, increase in queuing delays and flow completion times. This can be achieved by, e.g., applying flexible flow scheduling mechanisms, such as Weighted constrained ECMP (Equal Cost Multi-Path) for weight-based flow distribution over
multiple available paths of the same cost, or by scheduling well characterized data transfers (e.g., backup flows, updates) at certain time of the day, when the availability of processing and transmission resources may be higher.

Minimization of the packet loss: This objective is a derivative of the global Congestion minimization objective, and an applied TE strategy largely depends on the detected root cause of the packet loss, since packets can be lost as a result of network congestion, protocol/algorithmic failures or queue management mechanisms (e.g., Drop-Tail or Active Queue Management) activated in the network devices.

B. The evolution of TE techniques and applicability in DCNs

Traditionally, considering data packet networks, there have been different TE approaches introduced, as described in RFC 3272 [14]. However, the communication networks were rapidly evolving and these techniques were not satisfying the new performance optimization requirements anymore, as highlighted by Awduche in [15].

One of the first successfully adapted TE strategies for the Internet traffic was a concept of overlay model/network, with the best example of this being IP over ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) [16]. This was realized by the means of using virtual circuits and virtual path concepts, which allowed defining multiple virtual topologies over the physical infrastructure. However, the downside was the increased operational complexity of the networks, in addition to the fact that the circuits had to be pre-provisioned – limiting the flexibility of possible TE manipulations, especially for real-time applications and in the context of DCN scale factor.

Another important step in the evolution of TE was the introduction of the Shortest Path First (SPF) algorithms, which could take the Type of Service (ToS) [17] specifications into account when choosing routing paths. However, the limitation of this method led to unfair sharing of the network resources, where the SPF-based shortest paths were ending up being overloaded (congested), whilst other paths were severely underutilized. Next solution enabled better utilization of the multi-path redundancy in the infrastructures, with multiple sets of paths of equal cost (as can be found in DCN environments), called ECMP [18]. It allowed equal traffic splitting among multiple available shortest paths by using a flow hashing technique; this method is widely used (in different modifications) in DCN environments up to date.

Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) [7][19] emerged as a traffic forwarding architecture, with a goal of increasing the flexibility, performance and scalability of the network layer routing, where the core packet processing (classification, marking) functionality shifted to the edge of the MPLS domain, while performing fast packet switching based on label information. This introduced a whole range of more advanced TE capabilities, including the explicit routing, traffic disaggregation and aggregation by applying multi-tunneling (multiple levels of encapsulation).

Finally, a PCE-based (Path Computation Element) architecture was proposed by IETF for MPLS and Generalized MPLS (GMPLS) networks [20]. In this solution, there is a dedicated element (e.g. a server) responsible for path computation, supporting explicit routing (point-to-point and point-to-multipoint label switched paths, LSPs). Hence, it is being currently adapted and used for intra-domain, inter-domain and inter-layer TE applications, in Optically-switched networks in particular [21].

C. Limitations of the traditional state-of-the-art TE approaches in the context of DCNs

As mentioned in Section I, the operational performance requirements in DCNs are fundamentally different compared to the classical transport/WAN environments, and the shortcomings of the traditional TE approaches are described as follows (more extensive general overviews can be found in [1][4][6]):

Non-optimal path computation algorithms: Available research results in [22] show that even when using MPLS-TE solution with CSPF algorithms for path computation and network resource management, increased latency was observed in numerous experiments. This was a result of combined impact of the CSPF algorithms used, auto-bandwidth scaling functionality (part of MPLS-TE framework), which led to continuous path changes due to automatic bandwidth adjustments on the LSPs (depending on the variations in traffic demands). In DCNs, where there might be millions of simultaneous mostly short-lived connections, this strategy would introduce delayed TE decisions, which would continuously affect the network state and potentially result in suboptimal paths being chosen.

Unbalanced traffic disaggregation (splitting) ratios: There are two ways to perform traffic splitting, either per-packet or per-flow. In the former, multiple performance problems may occur due to the inherent properties of the TCP (Transmission Control Protocol, being the dominant transport protocol in DCNs), such as performance drop due to packet reordering and subsequent false fast retransmissions and transmission window reductions [23]. In addition, using ECMP for traffic splitting may lead to congestion on the shortest paths, since the traffic is equally spread based on flow hashing in a uniform fashion; hence, e.g., large and small flows may collide on the shortest chosen paths.

Slow update rates of the TE Databases (TED): In this situation the contents of the TED do not reflect the network state in real-time, which may be a critical requirement for a DCN environment with fast changes in flow dynamics (flow arrival and completion, burstiness, etc.). Even though the current PCE-based TE methods can address the limitations of the traditional MPLS-TE, it is still facing a real-time data consistency problem [20], because this element entirely relies on the information stored in the TED for path computation and optimization.

Long convergence time of distributed protocols [4]: The problem of all the discussed so far approached is that they use in-band signaling for resource management, consuming network resources. Also, both MPLS-TE and PCE-based solutions rely on the RSVP-TE protocol (resource ReSerVation Protocol), which is an extra delay component, because once the path is computed by PCE, this information needs to be propagated to all the nodes of the path, and the resources are reserved after this reservation is confirmed by all these nodes. This aspect poses a direct scalability problem of this TE mechanism and leads to variable convergence times of
the network state information, affecting the number of flows that can be accommodated in a DCN within a short time unit.

D. The benefits of SDN in addressing TE challenges in DCNs

SDN, as a relatively new networking paradigm, introduced a highly flexible framework, allowing for tackling of the TE challenges, discussed in sub-section C. The key functional mechanisms of SDN, which enable intelligent TE decisions to optimize operational performance of DCNs, are outlined as follows [1][4][6]:

1. Separation of the control and forwarding planes: This feature is a definitive factor, enabling the network programmability by offloading the control decisions from the network devices to a logically centralized control unit, called an SDN controller. Such functional separation eliminates extra resource consumption in the data plane, while the core control logic is enforced to the data plane via out-of-band control channel, using an OpenFlow [24] protocol or other supported Southbound D-CPI (Data-Control Plane Interface) protocol [4]. This factor enhances the scalability of the control plane, while facilitating fast data plane forwarding of traffic flows.

2. Logically centralized control plane: This means that the control plane is presented as a logically centralized abstraction, but different implementation strategies are possible, including the clustering of multiple SDN controllers together. Clustering of the control plane is a very important aspect in terms of scalability, since it allows for virtual slicing of underlying network resources, where each virtual network domain can be controlled independently or in a hierarchical fashion. The benefit of this is that the SDN control has a unified view of all the network resources, operational state of the components and traffic load in real-time. Hence, a single centralized entity can utilize all this information to perform path computation and flow rule placement based on the defined policies for a corresponding traffic type. In the context of DCNs, scalability of the control plane is a critical factor to handle multi-granular TE decisions at sub-second time scales. Hence, cluster-based deployment of multiple SDN controllers with efficient coordination and network state synchronization techniques is a reasonable approach for DCNs.

3. High network programmability: This feature is of utmost importance, since it allows dynamic flow rule installation in the network. In addition, SDN provides also much finer levels of granularity (multiple protocol headers and individual fields can be used) in the flow rule definition. This enables application of more advanced TE policies by, e.g., exploiting a multi-table architecture of the flow processing pipeline (logical flow processing sequence). It is possible to define a complex ruleset by utilizing three types of flow processing tables available, such as the standard Flow tables, group tables (flow group processing actions) and meter tables (for traffic shaping/rate control). SDN provides a flexible network abstraction model through a well-defined open source Southbound interface (SBI), allowing to build complex control applications via an extensible API (Application programming interface). When compared to closed and proprietary interfaces or vendor-specific legacy network switching and routing devices, SDN allows for more efficient exploitation of multi-path redundancy of DCNs and performance isolation in multi-tenant architectures of Cloud DCNs to account for individual QoS requirements of common Cloud service models (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS, etc.).

Advanced network monitoring and performance measurements: The SDN control framework can be used to collect (and calculate) fine-grained statistical performance data from the network devices by means of native SDN statistics polling or integration of traditional (e.g., SNMP, Simple Network Management Protocol) or more advanced (e.g., sFlow, NetFlow, or jFlow) network monitoring techniques. In this way it is possible to create a sophisticated network monitoring framework by combining the strengths of these solutions. In addition, the collected historical measurement data can be used as an input for use of ML/DL (Machine Learning/Deep Learning) techniques to define TE objectives based on the predicted performance evolution, so that timely localized TE adjustments can made instead of global dynamic TE actions, since the complexity, diversity and massive volume of DCN traffic profiles may hinder the practical feasibility of dynamic TE enforcement.

E. Open research questions in SDN in the DCN context

In general, there have been multiple initiatives proposed in the research community [1][4], targeting TE in SDN-based DCNs to address the issues of operational complexity in SDNs in path computation [25], improve routing [26][27] and resource utilization efficiency [28]. Most of these solutions have been tested in virtualized network environments and with different available open source SDN controllers (OpenDaylight, Floodlight, etc.). The main message in all works is that SDN offers more flexibility in testing of any developed TE methods, since the key logic is developed as a loadable module in a centralized framework. However, this flexibility comes at a price, and there are multiple challenges for the SDN-based TE as well. For example, the following major open questions have been identified by Akyildiz in [3]:

1. Scalability and availability: It has been noticed that under higher flow arrival rates at the flow table resources available in switches (Ternary Content Addressable Memory (TCAM), software tables), installation of flow rules was accompanied by increased latency and latency spikes. Thus, efficient flow management (load balancing) solutions are needed for the Control and Data planes.

2. Multiple flow tables: As noted, certain SDN-enabled switches have only a single flow table built around TCAM. This type of memory is space limited, and large volumes of flow may lead to huge rule sets to be installed, limiting large scale deployment capabilities. Hence, multi-table implementations will improve the situation.

3. Reliability: For large-scale SDN deployments, a cluster-based approach is needed with operational and backup controllers. However, there is no standardized protocol (e.g., like OpenFlow) that would provide any mechanism for coordination between the primary and backup controllers, therefore limiting the possibilities for fault tolerance of the control plane.

Other important issues are consistency of the topology updates (problems due to duplicate flow entries, stalled entries, etc.) and accuracy of traffic analysis (e.g., Big Data sampling challenges).
IV. ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC ENGINEERING PROPERTIES IN AN SDN-ENABLED TESTBED ENVIRONMENT

One of the challenges of testing limitations of TE capabilities in DCN is the lack of available large-scale testbeds. In this section, we illustrate two methodologies, based on experimental studies, which can be combined to enable realistic and scalable TE testing framework. In the first, we feature a testbed composed of HP Aruba DCN SDN switches, an SDN-enabled Polatis open-space optical circuit switch, and an external SDN controller. This testbed, was used for the final demonstration of EU FP7 COSIGN project [29].

In addition, we also present a hybrid (physical-simulated) testbed (for Proof-of-Concept please refer to [30]; a system without SDN capabilities is presented in [31]) for evaluating SDN TE characteristics at scale. We are using the hypercube structure illustrated in Fig. 1, due to its simplicity, flexibility and scalability properties.

The first study evaluates the latency figures, if SDN based TE is used for rerouting traffic via the Polatis switch to provide optical shortcuts in case of certain applications or network conditions. As a starting point multiple flows are routed via the shortest hypercube path. Once the threshold on the link reaches a specified or dynamically derived threshold (e.g. 70%), the traffic is re-routed through the optical shortcut. This TE feature is highly beneficial for low latency applications, load balancing and survivability in datacenters. The study steps are illustrated in Fig. 2.

The second test environment consists of a hybrid real-simulated setup, that allows linking of real networking equipment with a simulation model, in order to evaluate large scale SDN TE capabilities, that otherwise may not be possible due to CAPEX limitations [30]. The setup is shown in Fig. 3, with a model to real world connectivity exemplified in Fig. 4.

Implementation of a Hypercube-based simulation model consists of network switches, supporting Open Flow 1.3.0 protocol. The simulation model is connected to the real physical hardware (network equipment, servers) and an external SDN controller via specialized virtual System-in-the-Loop (SITL) gateways linked to the physical network interface(s) of a workstation/server, which the simulation environment is running on.

The applied simulation-based approach brings many benefits when evaluating the scalability of networks, datacenters and communication systems in general. The primary advantage is the real-time operation mode of the simulation model, meaning that realistic behavior and timing of processes within the simulated SDN-enabled network nodes are preserved. It is critical for these settings to be real-time to obtain accurate information of packet conversion times and buffering latencies at the boundary points between the real and simulated parts of the hybrid simulation model. The second advantage refers to the support of SDN principles via the implementation of the OpenFlow protocol in the simulated nodes.

![Fig. 1 Hypercube datacenter structure](image)

![Fig. 2 Latency reduction study: SDN-based TE](image)

![Fig. 3 Hybrid real-simulated SDN-enabled DCN testbed setup](image)

![Fig. 4. Simulation Model: connectivity to real equipment](image)

These features provide substantial flexibility in terms of reconfiguration, as the control logic only needs to be modified in the SDN controller instead of every individual simulated node, placement of additional real or hybrid components, as well as an increase of the scale of the network interconnect by...
extending the simulation model. This approach is highlighted in Fig. 5, emphasizing that the scalability property can be achieved using advanced simulation and modeling techniques, which would allow us to assess SDN TE solutions in a repeatable manner with a greater degree of control over the infrastructure, configuration and traffic generation.

![Fig. 5 A simulation model using an Incomplete Hypercube structure with 44 nodes and links to external DCN equipment][31]

### V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we have discussed the key limitations of the traditionally used TE approaches, taking into consideration the operational performance requirements in DCNs, due to completely different traffic profiles, with burstiness, critical bandwidth or ultra-low delay requirements, in addition to the sub-second lifetime of the dominant volume of all the traffic flows. These limitations include non-optimal path computation algorithms, slow TE Database convergence times, which is a critical requirement for the real-time control plane decisions. SDN-based TE solutions are discussed and the main benefits are distinguished with regards to how this new paradigm can greatly benefit the highly virtualized DCNs challenged by the new scalability, resource usage and operational efficiency requirements. The existing limitations of SDN-based approach are summarized as well.

We furthermore present two methodologies that can be used to evaluate traffic engineering capabilities in SDN. One is based on available hardware, whereas the other allows for large-scale datacenter evaluation by combining real equipment and a simulation environment.
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